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a former friend of the British, who had turned against them
after Monson's disaster. Here, however, its victorious career
received a decided setback. The fortress was large and
immensely strong ; Lake's artillery was hopelessly inadequate
to deal with its defences ; and Holkar, with the remnant of
his rallied troops, was hovering in the vicinity to harry and
distract the attention of the besiegers. No less than four large-
scale assaults were delivered during the course of the siege,
which lasted from January to April 1815, and were beaten off
with severe loss, and at length Lake was compelled to draw off
his baffled troops. The blow to British prestige was more
important than the immediate results of the failure, for the
Rajah at once made his peace with Lake and set the latter free
once more to deal with Holkar. Part of the Mahratta horse,
detached to raid Lake's line of communications during the siege,
had been driven eastward into Rohilcund and there defeated
and dispersed, so that the residue amounted to barely 8000 men,
and their leader's efforts to induce Sindia to unite with him for
a final effort against the British failed before the menace of
Lake's renewed advance. He therefore retreated to Ajmeer
and thence northward to the Sutlej, hoping in vain to get help
from the Sikhs. Lake followed him up and drove him to seek
refuge in Punjab territory, where, in December 1805, the last
shots of the war were fired.
Unhappily the fruits of this decisive shattering of the
Mahratta power by the overthrow in succession of all their
greatest chieftains were sacrificed at the conclusion of peace in
January 1806. The Directors of the East India Company,
alarmed at the peril and cost of Lord Wellesley's aggressive
policy, had sent put Cornwallis to replace him; and on the
latter's death after a few weeks in the country Barlow was
appointed Governor-General with instructions to end the war
at all costs and refrain from further acquisitions of territory.
Accordingly Holkar found to his astonishment all his former
possessions restored to him, and, what was worse, liberty to
wreak his vengeance on many of his vassals who had adhered to
the British cause during the war. The Mahratta power was
thus scotched indeed, but not killed; for that another and even
greater war was to be necessary.
None the less, the major part of the work had been accom-
plished by Arthur Wellesley and Lake. Of the former, whose
character and career we have already discussed, it is enough to
say kere that he had shown himself as much a master of Eastern
as later of Western warfare. His colleague and commander in
these campaigns displayed qualities at least as pre-eminent—
brilliant leadership in battle, tireless and all-conquering energy

